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ECONOMIC ISSUES IN POPULATION POLICY

by

Marc Nerlove, Assaf Razin, and Efraim Sadka

INTRODUCTION

In this essay we explore the implications of endogenous determination of

fertility for certain issues in population policy. By "endogenous fertility"

we mean something rather different than endogenous population size. We mean

that parents determine the number of children they have and what they bequeath

to them in the form of physical or human capital in response to the economic

constraints they face and in such a way as to maximize their own

satisfaction. In order for parents to have any children at all, it follows

from this point of view that they must "care" about their children in the

sense that the number and welfare of these children enter the parents utility

functions.

The consequences of endogenous fertility in this sense for many issues of

population policy are far—reaching: With respect to the socially optimal size

of the population, we find, in both the finite and the infinite horizon case,

that maximization of the sum of parents' and children's utilities leads to a

higher rate of population growth than maximization of the per—capita total.

On the other hand, the laissez—faire solution (equivalent to maximizing a
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social welfare function which gives weight only to the utilities of the

present generation) does not necessarily lead to a higher rate of growth than

the maximization of per—capita utility or a lower rate than the maximization

of total utility. The reason for the ambiguity is a direct consequence of

the endogeneity of fertility for the current generation. Indeed, there is no

laissez—faire solution unless children are valued directly or indirectly by

parents. Alternative non—coercive policies to support these various

allocations, such as child allowances, interest rate subsidy, etc., are also studied.

Next, we explore the implications of endogenous fertility for market

failure, i.e. the failure of the laissez—faire to achieve Pareto optimality

for the current generation. Two potential sources of externalities,

diminishing returns and public goods are found to be fully internalized by

parental fertility decisions. But parental concern for the welfare of their

children give rise to other externalities among which are those associated

with marriage of children and variations in the ability of offsprings.

Non—coercive social policies to correct or offset the effects of such

externalities are suggested.

When children are not valued for their own saKe but only as a device for

transferring resources from present to future consumption, it is well—known

that introduction of an alternative form of saving will reduce population

growth. However, when fertility is endogenous because parents care about

their children this conclusion no longer follows unambiguously. The reason is

that the relaxation of the constraint to saving in forms other than children

creates a positive income effect.

Endogenous fertility also has implications for intragenerational income

distribution policies, since such policies affect both the number and quality

of individuals in successive generations. For example, even if poor people
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tend to substitute numbers of children for investments in child quality,

positive child allowances may still be optimal for redistributing income

witnin the current generation. The optimality of child allowances as a means

of income redistribution may be affected, however, by the interaction of

endogenous fertility with labor—supply decisions.
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This chapter examines the implications for optimal population size of

various social welfare criteria and the policies that are needed to achieve

these optima.

I. Individual Choice and Social Optima

Throughout most of the analysis of this essay, we employ a finite

horizon' model with endogenous population growth in which parents care about

the number and welfare of their children:2 According to Edgeworth [1925],

Mill used a per capita utility maximization argument to justify limits to the

size of population. But Sidgwick, following Bentham, argued that if

additional people enjoy on the whole positive happiness, population ought to

be allowed to increase to the point, not at which average happiness (utility)

is the greatest possible, but at which total utility is at a maximum.

Edgeworth conjectured that this principle would lead to a larger population.

We show that Edgeworth's conjecture is confirmed: The socially optimal rate

of population growth must be larger for a Benthamite than for a Millian social

welfare function.

The relation between the Benthamite and the Millian social welfare

functions was also considered in the famous debate between Samuelson [1958 and

1959] and Lerner [1959a and 19591)]. The focus there, however, was on optimal

capital accumulation (or savings) when population growth is exogenous (see

also Lane [1975] who discusses this issue in some detail). Meade [1976] and

Dasgupta [1969] have considered optimal population growth with a Benthamite
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social welfare function and endogenous population size. Indeed, Meade's

results is similar to that which we derive for the same social welfare

function. Our results, however, compare optimal population size (or growth

rate) for both the Benthamite and the Millian social welfare functions with

the laissez—faire solution for the current generation. More importantly, our

approach depends in an essential way on the idea that parents care about both

the number and welfare of their offspring. This means that fertility

(parents' decisions about how many children to have) is the endogenous source

of population growth, in contrast to the approach of Meade and Dasgupta, who

assume that population size is determined by society.

No unambiguous conclusions can be drawn with respect to the laissez—faire

solution in relation to the socially optimal solution according to eitner the

Benthamite of the Millian criteria. It is not necessarily true that

unfettered individual choice will lead to a smaller population tnan the

Benthamite criterion as Sidgwick thought, or a larger population than the

Millian criterion as Mill thought.

I.a. The Laissez—Faire Allocation

Consider an economy with two generations, each consisting of one type of

consumer. In the first period there is only one adult person. He consumes

(together with his children) a single private good (c1). He also raises

identical children who will grow up in the second period. He dies at the end

of the first period and bequeaths b to each one of his children. The number

of children (n) that are born in the first period is a decision variable of

the parent living then. The number of persons living in the second period is

n. Each one consumes a single private good (c2).

The parents' utility includes the children's utilities. In a reduced

form we can write the parents' utility as



U1 is concave in c1 and

concave in c2; both u1
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ul(cl,n, u2(c2)).

U2; u2 is monotonically increasing and

and u2 are non—negative (people enjoy positive

happiness). u is also monotonically increasing in c1 and u2, but it is

not monotonic in the number of children n . As an example consider the

following form:

(I. 2a)
cl

u
1
(c

1
,n,u

2
(c
2
)) = v((l+n) '

n
'n

u
2
(c
2
)),

where v is monotonically increasing in each one of its three arguments. In

this form, the parent's direct utility is v which depends on consumption per
,1

capita ( ) 
(l+n) 

of the parent and the children in the first period. The parent

may also extract a direct utility from the number of children (n) and he is

assumed to care about the total utility (nu2) of his children in the second

period, where the utility of each child (u2) depends on c2. In this case,

1
n decreases utility via (l+n) 

increases it directly as the second argument in
'

v, and also increases it via nu
2. Therefore, u1 need not be monotonic in

n.

Other possibilities for ul include

(I.2b)
c
1

u
1
( 

1
,n,u

2
(c
2)) v(a+n) ,n,u

2 2
)),
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(I.2c)
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c
1 

u1(c1,n,u
2

)) = v((1-1-
n),nu

2 
(c
2 
)),

where, again, v is increasing in each one of its two or three arguments. In

(I.2b) the parent's utility depends on the average utility of his children

(u2) rather than the total utility of his children (nu2). In (I.2c), the

parent does not extract a direct utility from the number of his children (n).

In these two cases, ul is also not necessarily monotonic in n.

We now turn to the budget constraint facing the parent. He lives only

for one period and faces the following budget constraint in this period:

(1.3) 1c no =

where K is his initial endowment which is nonrenewable and does not depreciate

over time. The bequest is restricted to be nonnegative.

Assume that the children are born with no endowments. Thus, K has to

suffice for the consumption of the current and all future generations. The

children's per capita consumption is therefore equal to their per capita

inheritance:

(1.4) c2 b.
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The exact specification of the supply side is not important for the

problem of optimal population size per se that is considered in this chapter

and nas no effect on our conclusions with respect to the implications of

different social welfare criteria. However, for consideration of some

problems, such as the relation between population growth and optimal capital

accumulation, it would be essential to introduce production.3

Constraints (I.3)—(I.4) can be consolidated into one budget constraint

for the parent:

(1.5) c1 nc2 K; c1, c2,n > U.

A competitive or laissez—faire allocation (LEA) is obtained when (1.1) is

maximized with respect to c1, c2, and n, subject to (1.5). Denote this

allocation by (c2L, c21, nL

I.b. Benthamite and Millian Allocations

In our model the Benthamite social welfare function is defined by:

(1.6) W(cl, 2 ,n 1,n,u2.(c2)) nu2(c2).

As was already mentioned, it is assumed that there is diminishing marginal

1 2 -utility of c1 and c2, i.e., ull, < 0 , where subscripts

stand for partial derivatives. A Bentham optimal allocation (BOA) is obtained

by maximizing (1.6) with respect to cl, c2 and n, subject to (1.5).

Denote this allocation by (c1B, c2B,
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The Millian social welfare function, namely the per—capita utility, is in

our model

(1.7)
u1(c1,n, u2(c2)) + nu2(c2)

1 +n

which is also equal to W(c1, c2, n)/(1 + n). The Millian Optimal

Allocation (MOA) is obtained by maximizing (1.7) with respect to cl, c2

and n, subject to the resource constraint (1.5). Denote this allocation by

(c1M, c2M, nM).

It is important to emphasize that we assume that the parent's utility

function represents his or her interest (e.g. happiness from being a parent,

guilt relief in providing for the cnildren, etc.) rather than his or her moral

(social) preferences (e.g. believing that it would be wrong to have children

and let them starve). This is why we add nu2(c2) to ul(cl, n,

u2(c2)),, when we define our Benthamite and Millian social welfare

criteria. Otherwise, were we to adopt the second interpretation that parents

get no happiness at all from caring for their children, adding nu2(c2)

to u1(c1,n,u2(c2)) is superfluous. However, in this case we will not

have a tneory of endogenous fertility, which lies at the heart of this essay.

I.c. A Comparison of Population Sizes

Edgeworth [1925] argued that the Benthamite criterion leads to a larger

population than the Millian criterion. We show here that this is indeed the

case, but that laissez—faire may lead to a larger or a smaller population
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size, that is, that the population size in the LEA may be higher than that in

the BOA and lower than that in the MOA.

I.c.l. A Comparison between the BOA and the MOA

Observe that both the BOA and the MOA satisfy the same resource

constraint (1.5). Since the Millian allocation maximizes W/(14-n) it follows

that

(1.8)
W(c

16
, c

2B, 
n
B
)W(c

1M 
c2M, nM) 

1 n
M

1 4. n
6

Since ( 16 c26, n
B) maximizes W, it follows that

(I.9) W( c1 , c26, nB) > W(c
1M, c2M, nM)

Tneref ore

M
1 n W(c

1M
, c

2M
, n

M
)

1 n
B 

W(c
16
, c

2E! 
n
B)

from which it follows that n
B > nM.4

< 1,

I.c.2. A Comparison between the MOA and the LEA

Since the Millian criterion calls for a maximization of the average

utility, intuition suggests that laissez—faire results in overpopulation.

However, although this may be true under some circumstances, it does not hold

in general.

An inequality similar to (1.8) shows



(1.10)
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1M 2M l+nM
W(c, c, n

M
) > ( L

) W(c
1L
, c

2L
, n

L

Since u2 > 0, it follows that

),

(1.11) W 1L 2L L) 1(c 1L, n L, u 2(c 2L )) nLu2 c2L)
,c , n u 

ul(c1L, nL, u2(c2L))

ul(c1M, nM, u2(c2M)),

because (c1L, c2L, nL) maximizes u
1 subject to the overall resource

constraint (1.5). Thus,

so that

2
W(c1M, c M, nM

l+n
m 1 1M M 2 2M

> u (c , n , u (c )) ,
1+n"

l+nM M 2 2N
n u (c 

l+n
L 

1
u1(c1M,nM,u2(c2M)) 

•

Since the right—hand side of this inequality is strictly greater than 1, it is

impossible to say anything about the ratio on the left—hand side, in

particular that > nM.

Indeed, we produce here an example in which the population size in the

MOA can bear any relationship to the competitive population size. In

particular, the LFA could result in an underpopulated world.
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Example. Let the parent's utility function be

( 1.12) u1(c1,n,u2(c2)) = c1 + an — gn2 + nu2(c2)

where u2(c2) = log(1+c2).

The Millian criterion in this case is

a,g > 0,

u1 + nu2 c1 
+ an —lop2 + 2nlog(1+c2)

(1.13) 2
1 + n = 1 + n

In order to find the MOA, we substitute the resource constraint c1 K —

nc2 into (I.13) which becomes

1.14)

1 an — -27gn2 + K n[2 log(1+c2) — c2]

1 + n

Clearly, the optimal c2 must maximize —c2 + 2 log (1+c2) and hence we

conclude that c2M = 1. Substituting c2 = 1 in (1.14) and maximizing with

respect to n yields

1

M —g + 2 + 2ag + 4glog2 — 2g(l+K)i7n —

We also have c1M K — nM.

In a similar fashion we find the LEA to be
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Comparing n
L 

with nM, it can be verified that nL 
55 n

M 
according as 4glog2

—2g(1 + K) ?. a
2
. Thus, by an appropriate choice of a and g we can guarantee

any one of the three possibilities.

I.c.3. Comparison between the BOA and the LEA

Since the Benthamite criterion calls for a maximization of total utility

of parents and children, while the competitive allocation maximizes the

parent's utility only, intuition suggests that laissez—faire leads to a

smaller than socially optimal population. However, this is not necessarily

true: when nu2(c2) is added to the parent's utility, as suggested by the

Benthamite criterion, increasing the product nu2(c2) is indeed desirable;

but it does not follow that we have to increase both n and c2.

To see this, observe that it follows from the definition of LEA and BOA

that

and

Hence,

ul(c1L,nL,u2(c2L)) > u c1B,nB,u(c2 )),

ul(c18,0,u2(c26)) Ou2(c26

> u1(c1L,nL,u2 2L)) + nLu2(c

nBu2(c2B) > nLu2(c2L),
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namely: the total utility from children (nu2) must be larger at the BOA

than at the LEA.

However, increasing nu2(c2) does not necessarily imply that we should

increase both n and c
2, because raising either n or c2 raises the "price"

of the other in the resource constraint (1.5). Indeed, we give an example in

which c2B
 > c2L but tne relation between n

B and nL is ambiguous and,

depending on the parameter values, we may well have n
B < nL.

Example. Let the parent's utility function be

(1.15)

where

u1(c2,n,u
2(c2)) = nc

1 — n2 + nu
2(c2),

u2(c2) _ alogo. a > 0.

Substituting cl = K nc2 into (1.15), the LEA can be found by maximizing

(I.16) n(K — nc2) — n2 + anlog(1 + c2

with respect to n and c2. The first—order conditions are

K + alog (1 +c2) —2n(1 ±c2)

a 
n +

1 + 
2 =
c

 

From (1.18) we get
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(1.19) n(1 + c2) = a

and hence (1.17) becomes

K + alog(1 +c2) — 2a = 0

which yields5

(1.20) 1 g(1 4. =c2L) 2 — K/a.

Taking the logarithms of both sides of (1.19) and substituting (I.20) we

find that

(1.21) log nL= loga + K/a — 2.

The BOA is achieved by maximizing

(I.16a) n(K — nc2) — n2 + 2anlog(1 + c2)

with respect to n and c2. Comparing (1.16) to (I.16a) we observe that the

latter differs from the former only by 2a replacing a. Hence the solutions

for c26 and nB are obtained by substituting 2a for a in (1.20) and (1.21):

,
0 

c2B) 
=.20a) log(1 + 2 — K/2a

(I.21a) lognB = log(2a) + K/2a — 2 .
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Comparing 0.20a)-0.21a) to (1.20)—(I.21), we can see that c21- < c2B;

but nB < nL if K/a > log 4, which is perfectly possible.6

II. Optimal Population Policies

We analyze certain policy interventions which may be necessary to support

the population sizes and consumptions that are socially optimal according to

the Millian and Benthamite criteria. Noncoercive (price—based) policy

interventions to achieve social optima are interest rate subsidies (to

encourage future consumption) and child allowances (positive or negative to

encourage or discourage having children). We show that an interest rate

subsidy is warranted under both Criteria; a positive child allowance is

necessary under the Benthamite criterion; but the child allowance needed

under the Millian criterion may be positive, zero or negative.

Consider first the BOA. In order to achieve this allocation, it may be

possible for the government to subsidize c2 at the rate of a (for

instance, by subsidizing the interest rate which is implicitly assumed here to

be zero), to give child allowances (possibly negative) of B per child, and

to balance its budget by a lump—sum tax (possibly negative) in the amount T.

In this case the parent's budget constraint becomes

c1 + nc2(1—a) = K Bn — T.

If it is possible to achieve a BOA in this way, we can find the optimal level

of a and B by comparing the first—order conditions for the BOA with those

of the individual parent's optimization problem (i.e. max (1.1), subject to

(II.1). This comparison yields:



B 2, 1
a = uliul

and

B2— a C ,
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where u1 u2 u
2 and c2 are evaluated at the BOA.

1 1

Fixed a and a may not in fact lead to the BOA because the parent's

optimization problem is not convex; therefore, the second—order conditions

may not hold. In case the second—order conditions do not hold with fixed a

and a, it is possible to achieve a BOA with instruments a and B which are

functions of c1, c2 and n. In other words, we can always satisfy the

second—order conditions by functions *) and a(*).7 The values of a(s

and a(*) at the optimum will be exactly aB and BB as given in (II.2)

and (II.3).

Notice that a and B play the role of a Pigouvian tax/subsidy. Since

the second term on the RHS of (1.6) (namely, nu2(c2)) is ignored by the

parent, we have a case where c2 generates an external economy; hence, it

2 1
ought to be subsidized at the rate a

B  = which reduces the

price of c2 to n(1—a8) (see (II.1). For the same reason, n ought to

be subsidized by u2/u, so that the price of n is c2

(u2/u1). Since, by (II.1), the price of n is

it follows that BB = (u2/u1) — aBc
2. Note that aB > 0 (which

1

can be implemented by a subsidy to the interest rate, assumed zero in this

model). To find the sign of 0, observe that 
BB = (u2/4.)
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2 1aBc2 = (u2 — c2 ul)/u1 > 0, by the concavity of u2 in

c2 and the nonnegativity of u2. Thus, the optimal child allowance is

nonnegative.

Next, consider the MOA. As in the previous case, we find that in order

to sustain the MOA it is necessary to employ a subsidy to c2, aM, and

.child allowance, BM.

M 2 1
a =

M 2 1 2 1—ac — (u 4. nu )/ula+n),

where the functions and the variables are evaluated at the MOA. These

formulae can be given an interpretation similar to (11.3) and (II.4) and the

same qualifications apply. However, observe that while 0 remains

positive, the sign of BM is ambiguous.

III. An Infinite Horizon Model

In this section we attempt to analyze some of the issues raised in the

preceding sections in an infinite horizon setting. In particular, we

reconsider the comparison between Bentham and Mill.

A literal extension of the Benthamite social welfare function to an

infinite horizon setting when population is endogeneous is impractical

because the total sum of utilities of infinitely many generations may be

unbounded. For this reason we attempt here a somewhat indirect approach

applicable to steady state comparisons.
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We consider a simple family utility function in which consumption, number

of children, and the per capita welfare of children enter as arguments. Each

family is assumed to live for two periods, once as children and once as

adults. Each generation receives an endowment, K, per capita, which may be

consumed only in the second period of life; in the first period of life,

children consume only what their parents give them. Along a stationary path

there are no bequests other than those implicit in the provision of parents

for children in the first period.

The Millian stationary path is the one which maximizes, over all possible

stationary paths, the per—capita welfare, which is nothing else but the

infinite—horizon utility of a representative parent.

The Benthamite stationary path is defined here as the one which

maximizes, over all possible stationary paths, the sum of infinite—horizon

utilities of two adjacent generations in a representative family. In other

words this path maximizes the sum of the welfare of a representative parent

plus the total welfare of his immediate offspring.

Let c1 and c2 be consumption of parents and children

respectively. The infinite—horizon utility of a representative parent is

(III.1) W = max W*(c1, c2, n,

{c1,c2,n}

subject to

c(III.2) 1 + nc2

where W* is an intertemporal welfare evaluator (see Koopmans et al (1964)).

Welfare, W, is defined implicitly in this formulation of the problem. We
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assume that W* is linearly separable, W*(c1,c2,n,W) = u(c1,c2,n) + oW,

where 0 < 6 < 1 is a subjective intergenerational discount factor. The

maximand in the above problem reduces, therefore, to

u(c1, c2

Thus, the Millian path maximizes (III.3) subject to the resource constraint

(III.2).

The Benthamite path maximizes

(III.4) (1 + n) u (c1, c2, n

subject to the same resource constraint (III.2).

(c1M, c2M, 
(cu, 26 BLet n ) and c , n ) be the Millian and

Bentham stationary allocations, respectively. Then, in the same manner as in

Section I we can show that nB > nm, i.e., the population growth rate is

higher under the Bentham criterion than under the Millian one.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER ONE

1. An extention to infinite horizon is considered in Section III of this

chapter.

2. That parents care about their children's welfare is a feature that

appears to be absent from other studies of optimal population growth such

as Samuelson [1975] and Deardorff [1976]. Blackorby and Donaldson [1982]

have considered the problem of socially optimal population size, but

without including either numbers or children's welfare in individual

utility functions.

3. Observe that the bequests here are a form of "capital" passed from

parents to children.

4. The proof given here is due to T.N. Srinivasan and is much shorter and

more elegant than our original proof.

5. In order to ensure that c2L > 0 or, equivalently, log(14-c2L) > 0, we

must require that K/a < 2.

6. Observe that the condition K/a > log 4 is consistent with the earlier

restriction that Oa < 2, because 2 > log 4.

7. The nonconvexity appears both in the utility function and in the budget

constraint. Moreover, the nonconvexity of the utility function cannot be

remedied by transformation because this function is cardinally defined in

this problem.
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CHAPTER TWO: MARKET FAILURE -- REAL AND UNREAL

In this chapter we consider several potential sources of externalities

and market failures in relation to population size and intergenerational

allocation of resources. First, if there are pure  public goods such as

national defense, basic research, etc., the per capita cost of providing the

good falls as the population size is increased. This suggests a potential

source of market failure leading to inefficiency of Laissez—Faire. Second, a

fixed nonrenewable resource, such as land, which must be combined with labor

to produce goods for consumption, could lead to Malthusian diminishing returns

to larger population size. This suggests another potential source of external

diseconomies. Third, consideration of bequests and of marriage suggests

another source of potential market failure: If bequests benefit both partners

in a marriage (as a public good within marriage), parents may fail to include

benefits to other children's parents in deciding on the amount of bequests to

make to each of their own children. Fourth, when children have different

abilities, investments in their human capitals are not equally productive. If

parents cannot enforce transfers among their siblings, an egalitarian attitude

toward children may lead to inefficient investments in human and non—human

capital. For example, the parents may be led to invest too much in the human

capital of low ability children.

Some of these potential sources of market failure will prove after

careful scrutiny to be non—existent, while others will prove to be valid,

requiring corrective policies.
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I. Public Goods and Malthusian Fixed Land

In this section we introduce pure public goods and fixed land into the

basic model of chapter one. By the very nature of a pure public good, there

is a social advantage to a higher population because the cost of supplying the

public good can be shared by more people while, in the absence of congestion,

the benefit is not reduced by a larger size of the population. Also, since

land is fixed, the marginal as well as the average product of labor are

diminishing and there is the Malthusian disadvantage to a growing population.

Thus, there appears to be a presumption of market failure with respect to

population size and a need for a corrective policy. However, the main result

of our analysis is that this is not the case and laissez—faire yields Pareto

optimum.

The fixed endowment K of Chapter One is replaced here by a fixed

resource, land, and a fixed supply of labor per capita (i.e. no labor—leisure

decisions). Land is used in each period together with labor to produce a

single good which can be used as private consumption (ci) and public

consumption (Pi) in period i = 1,2. Due to the fixed factor (land), there

are diminishing marginal products of labor. Assuming that the labor endowment

per capita is one unit, output is f(1) in the first period and f(n) in

the second period, where f' > 0 and f" < 0.

Thus, the resource constraints of this economy can be described by the

following two constraints:

c1 P1 + b = f(1)



and

(1.2)
2nc2 + P = b + f(n).
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These two constraints are combined to yield a single constraint:

(1.3)

(1.4)

c1 + nc2 + P1 + P2 = f(1) + f(n).

A competitive profit—maximization implies that:

w
1 
= f'(1), w2

 = f1(n)

II2 . f(1) — f'(1) and H
2 
= f(n) rifs(n) ,

(I.4)w1 = f'(1), w2 = P(n), 111 = f(1) — P(1) and = P(n)— nf'(n),

where wi is the market wage rate and Hi is the land rent (profit) in

period i = 1,2.

The government provides the public goods in each period and finances them

by a lump—sum tax (T) which is imposed on the dynasty as a whole. Notice that

in our model a head tax is not a lump—sum tax, since the number of children is

endogenous. This is the reason for imposing a fixed tax T on the whole

dynasty rather than a head tax on each of its members. The government budget

constraint is written as:

(1.5) P1 + P2 = T.
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We consider here any arbitrary pair (P1, P
2) of public good

provisions, including the optimal pair under any desired obj
ective. We will

show below that there will be no market failure, despite a s
eemingly

non—internalized benefit: a greater population size has a lower cost

per—capita of providing the public good. Since we are considering any pair

of public good provisions, our result holds tnerefore wh
ether or not the

government optimizes with respect to the provision of pub
lic goods.

The parent in period 1 maximizes his utility function
 subject to his

budget constraint. The utility function is similar to the one employed in

chapter one, except that it includes now public goods:

(1.6) 
u(c1,c2, 

n, 101, p2

Obviously, P1 and P2 are not choice variables by the parent, so that

the utility maximization is carried out with respect to 
c1, c

2 and n,

subject to the budget constraint:

(1.7) c1 + nc2 w1 + nw
2 + 111 + n2 — T.

Given the choice of P1, P2 and T by the government in compliance

with the budget constraint (1.3), an unfettered—
competitive equilibrium is a

1
7—tuple (w1

 
,w29 9 

2
9 n n c1, c2, n) of wage rates, land rents,

parent and children consumptions and number of chil
dren such that: (i)

(c1, c
2 n) maximizes (1.6), subject to (1.7), i.e. the parent

 maximizes

his utility subject to his budget constraint; (ii) the wage rates and land

1
rents are compatible with firm profit maximization

, i.e. w1
 w2, n

and n2 are given by (1.4).
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The main result of this paper is summarized in the following proposition:

Proposition: An unfettered-competitive equilibrium is efficient from the

current adult's point of view; that is, any other feasible allocation (i.e.

an allocation which satisfies the resource constraint (1.3)) cannot yield a

higher utility to the current adult, who already takes into account the

welfare of his offspring.

-1 -2 -1 -2 -1 -2 -Proof: Let (w ,w,n,n,c,c, n) beacompetitive equilibrium and

suppose, contrary to the assertion of the proposition that there

- c- - - - 1 c- 2exists another feasible allocation ( 1 2 1 2 w ,, such that

- -2 1 2 -1 -2 - 1u(c , c , F, P , P ) > u(c , c , n, P , P2).

Therefore, it follows that

E1 - -2 -1 -2 -1 -2(1.8) +nc>w+Fw+11 4- 11- T.

Adding the government's budget constraint (1.3) to (1.8) yields:

El .4. E2 pl p2 > ;1 5 ;2 ;2 .
.9)

By profit maximization,

n2 > f(ii) - w2

-1
fa - w .
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Substituting (1.10) and (1.11) into (1.9) yields:

El 4. E2 pl. p2 f(1) 

+ f()

in violation of the resource constraint (I.3)

Q.E.D.

We can provide an intuitive explanation of our result that there is no

market failure. Realizing that P(n) = w2 one can see that the private

resource constraint, as described by the parent's budget constraint (1.7),

places the same marginal costs or benefits on cl, c2 and n (namely,

1, n and c2 — P(n) = c2 — w2, respectively) as does the social

resource constraint which is given by (1.3). Therefore, no divergences

between social and private costs or benefits emerge and laissez—faire leads to

an optimum.

Thus, these two potential sources of market failure -- pure public goods

and Malthusian Fixed resource -- proved to be nonexistent. This conclusion

carries over in a straightforward way to the infinite horizon case (see

Nerlove et al [1983].

II. Bequest as a Public Good within Marriage

In the previous sections, the consumption of children could be increased

by bequests from their own parents. Here we allow marriages and therefore

this consumption can also be increased by bequests from spouses' parents.

Because each family derives utility from the bequests of other families through
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marriages, Pareto optimality can only be attained if the parents are free to

bargain with one another about what each child's family will leave to its

children. If marriages are not "arranged" in this manner by parents, but if

the children are free to choose and marry for "love", that is, on the basis of

considerations unrelated to bequests, and if bequests are determined prior to

the choice, then we show that the level of bequests will be less than a

symmetric Pareto optimal allocation. We also show that under a suitable

separability assumption, the number of children that each family bears is

larger than a symmetric Pareto optimal allocation.

II.a. Formulation

Let there be two families in the current generation and, as before, only

two generations (periods). The problem may be formulated as follows:

ci . the consumption of the ith family in the first period,

ni . the number of children of the ith family,

b. . the per child bequest of the ith family,

K. . the resources available to the ith family consumption and

bequest, i = 1,2.

The total bequest of two children who marry one another will be the sum

of the bequests to each child, i.e., b
1 + b2 which is also the

consumption of the second generation. If each family's utility function, u,

is identical and if each family is subject to the same resource constraint,

K, each will behave in an identical manner, so that the number of children
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available to marry each other will be identical (no singles and no incest).

Thus, the ith family chooses ci, ni and bi so as to maximize

(II.1) u(ci, ni, bl + b2),

subject to the resource constraint

K = ci + bi n

where bj, j i, is taken as a parameter by the ith family (parametric)

externalities). A competitive (Nash) solution is a 6—tuple

(El, F1, El, E2, E2) such that (Ei, ñ, 6) solves the problem defined

above, i = 1,2. Because of the assumed symmetry, we have

Cl
_

= c2 E C, Di = U = ff and F =
2 - 1 — 2 - •

II.b. Pareto Optimality and Individual Maximization

A symmetric Pareto optimum (c*, n*, b*) is obtained by a choice of

c, n, b) so as to maximize

(II.3) u(c, n, b + b)

subject to

(II.4) K + K = c + bn + c + bn.

This is a Pareto—optimal solution in which each family is treated equally.
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A straightforward comparison between the necessary first—order conditions

of (II.1)—(II.2) and those of (II.3)—(II.4) reveals that the two solutions,

the competitive and the symmetric optimal solutions, differ (provided we are

not at a corner). Observe that if, in tne competitive case, marriages are

"arranged" in such a way as to be a symmetric solution to a cooperative

bargaining game (non—Nash), there will be no difference between the

competitive and symmetric optimal solutions.

II.c. Bequests in the Two Cases

Since in the competitive solution each family ignores its contribution to

the welfare of the other family through its bequests to its children marrying

the children of the other family, one would expect that too little is

bequeathed in the competitive solution as compared to the symmetric optimum,

i.e. 5 < b*. This is indeed the case.1 To prove this, suppose on the

contrary that 5 > b*. Then

(II.5) u(c*, n*, b* b*) u(c*, n*, b* + 15) < 0,

because u is strictly increasing in b. But

(II.6) u(c*, n*, b* + 5) u(E, 5, 5 + E) < 0,

because (c*, n*, b*) satisfies (II.4) and hence also (II.2) and (E, i, 5)

maximizes u subject to (II.2). Adding (II.5) and (II.6) yields
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u(c*, n*, b* + b*) < u(E, F, U + 6),

in contradiction to the Pareto optimality of (c*, n*, b*).

II.d.Number of Children in the Two Cases

Let us now compare the number of children in the two solutions. Notice

that the bequest b is the "price" of children in the budget constraint

(II.2) or (II.4) (see also Becker and Lewis (1973)). The implications are as

follows: First, since I) is lower in the competitive solution, childen are

essentially "cheaper." Second, there is a lower real income (welfare) in the

competitive solution, due to the externality; thus, if children are a normal

good, the income effect tends to counteract the price effect. Third, since,

in general, the level of bequests affects the marginal rate of substitution

between children and family consumption, the projection of the indifference

map in the c—n plane must shift. Therefore, it is impossible to draw any

general conclusions about the relationship between F and n*.

When there is weak separability between (c,n) and b, there is no shift

in the indifference map for consumption and children. In this special case the

price effect dominates and we can show that the competitive number of children

is larger than the optimal one (F > n*). To see this, observe that weak

separability means that u(ci,ci, b1+ b2) may be written as U(4)(c1,n0,13.1+b2).

Therefore, (c*, n*) must maximize (I)(c,n) subject to K = c + nb*, while

(E, F) must maximize 4(c,n) subject to K = c + n . Assuming that (I) is not

such that n is a Giffen good, it follows that F > n* because E < b*.

Without the assumption of weak separability, it is easy to find examples of
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plausible utility functions for which the socially optimal number of children

is less than the individually optimal number. For example, if utility is of

the form U(ci, min [b1 + b2, ni]), then < n* because 15 < b* and there

are fixed proportions between bequests and number of children.

II.e. A Corrective Policy

We have identified here a source of market failure in the provision of

parents for their children. If parents do not take into account the effect of

their bequests on the welfare of families to whom they are potentially related

by the marriage of their children, they will bequeath too little.2 In this

case bequests should be subsidized on efficiency grounds rather than taxed.

We have considered here explicitly only bequest in the form of physical

capital. But it should be obvious that our analysis and results apply as well

to other forms of "bequests", such as, for instance, investments in the human

capital of children.
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III.Investment in Human and Non Human Capital and Transfers Among Siblings

In this section we analyze the consequences for social welfare of the

fact that parents cannot control the actions of their offspring. In

particular, we explore the implications for efficient allocation of parent's

inability to force transfers among siblings.3 When identification of more

able and less able children is impossible or prohibitively costly except for

the parents themselves, a first—best solution to the problem of optimal

investment in human capital and bequests cannot be achieved, if transfers

among siblings would be necessary to take advantage of high rates of return to

human capital. In this case, transfers in the form of investment in human

capital from parents to children are too low relative to bequests in the form

of physical capital.

We consider various second—best corrective policies and show that a

linear tax on earned income and a subsidy to inheritance are welfare

improving. Such welfare improving policies redistribute income from able to

less able siblings, thus making the parents better—off. Other policies, such

as public investment in human capital or a tax/subsidy for education, reduce

welfare.

IIIa. Formulation

As before, there are only two periods and only a single all—purpose

composite good, and two generations. The first generation consists of

identical individuals (parents) who live for one period. But the second

generation is
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not homogenous: a proportion p of children has high ability (indexed by

A) and a proportion 1—p has low ability (indexed by 6). The parent

invests eA and e. units of the single composite good in the education

(human capital) of each one of the high ability and low ability children,

respectively, and bequeathes bA units of the composite good to each child

of high ability and bB units to each child of low ability.

Each parent is endowed with K units of the composite good. Each child

supplies one manhour of adult labor in the second period. Investing ei in

the education of a child of type i augments its labor supply, as measured in

efficiency units, to gi(ei), i = A, B. It then earns wgi(ei),

where w is the wage rate per efficiency unit. The difference between the

two types of ability manifests itself in the functions gA and gB. It

is assumed that g(e) > g(e) for all e, so that the able child is

more productive than the less able. Furthermore, the marginal investment in

the able child is also assumed to be more productive: g(e)

g(e) for all e. We also assume that there are diminishing returns to

investing in each child, i.e., gi < 0, i = A,B.

When a parent bequeathes b units of the composite good, we assume the

bequest is invested (in physical capital) and yields bR units to the child

when it grows up in the secod period, where R > 1 is the interest

factor.4 For the sake of simplicity, w and R are assumed fixed.

We assume that parents treat their children symmetrically, irrespective

of ability, and plan their bequests to them and investments in their education

in such a way that each child will be able to consume the same amount, c2,

in the second period.5 As before, the parent's utility function depends on

c1, c2 and n:
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(III.1) u(cl, c2, n

The parent chooses c1, c2, and n so as to maximize (III.1),

subject to the following budget constraints:

K cl + pn(eA + bA) + (1 — p)n(eB + bB)

c2 = wgA(eA) + RbA

c2 wgB(eB) + RbB.

Constraint (III.2) is the budget constraint of the parent: consumption

plus investments in the human and physical capital of the children cannot

exceed the parent's endowment. Constraints (III.3) and (III.4) are the

budget constraints facing each one of the able and less able children,

respectively, in the second period.

We assume a closed economy in which the total amount of bequests cannot

be negative, i.e.:

(III.5) pnbA + (1—p)nbB > 0.

Such a constraint is natural in view of the fact that the bequests form the

economy's capital stock, and in a closed economy resources cannot be

transferred backwards from future to present generations. We furthermore

assume that no one can enforce transfers from one's offspring to oneself;

formally:
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(a) b >

(b)

Note that given (III.5), constraint (III.6) is equivalent to
 assuming that no

one can enforce transfers among offspring. For if transfers among children are

allowed, one can effectively achieve a negative bA, for instance, by making

a nonnegative transfer of bA + bB
 from oneself to child B (thus

satisfying (III.5)) and then forcing child A to make a transf
er of —bA > 0

to child B (assuming, for simplicity, that p = 1/2 and n = 2).

Constraint (III.5) will be binding whenever there is high
er yield to

investment in human capital than in physical capital. In this case, in order

to equate the marginal yields on all •forms of investment 
(i.e.,

wgA(eA
)= wgB(e

B)= R), the parent may have to direct all

investment to human capital, and may even wish to transf
er physical resources

backwards by borrowing (i.e. making pnbA + (1—p)nbB negative), which we

have ruled out. Therefore, relaxing constraint (III.5) will be welfare

improving in this case. However, (III.5) is a technological constraint which

is imposed on the economy and neither man nor gover
nment can do anything about

it. For this reason, we are not interested in analyzing the
 case in which

(III.5) is binding and assume henceforth that (III
.5) is not binding.

Things are rather different with respect to constraint
 (III.6). This

constraint is essentially institutional. It stems from the inability of

parents to enforce transfers among siblings. When constraint (III.6) is not

binding, a maximization of the utility function (I
II.1) subject to the budget

constraints (III.2)—(III.4) implies that wgA(eA)= R
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' wgB(eB ). In this case both the total investment in the human and

physical capitals of each child (namely, ei + bi) and its division

between human capital (namely, e) and physical capital (namely, b') are

optimally determined. This is done by investing in human capital up to the

point where the marginal yield is equal to the interest factor (i.e.,

wgi(ei) = R) and then the b's are

adjusted in order to maintain the equality wgA(eA
)4.0 = wg8(eB)+0

(which is essentially required by (III.3) and (III.4) and achieve the
 total

desired level of transfer to each child (e + b). This might be a fairly

common case. Nevertheless, our main purpose here is to analyze the case where

constraint (III.6) is in fact binding. In the latter case, the

first—order condition wgi(e ) = R must be replaced by wgi(e') > R.

As we see below, there is a misallocation in aggregate between in
vestment in

human capital and in physical capital. In particular, parents are forced to

invest too little in the human capital of their more able child
ren.

We henceforth assume that (III.6) is binding. But since (III.5) is not

binding, it cannot be the case that both (III.6a) and (III.6b
) are binding.

Given our assumption about the relationship between gA and gB, we can

show that it is (III6b) that is not binding. To see this, suppose to the

contrary that bB 
_ — u. Hence, wgB(eB) > R. Since (III.6a) is not binding

in this case, it follows that wig lA(eA)= R. Since g lA > 4 and both

are diminishing, it follows tnat e
B < eA and hence gB(e

B) < gA(e
A).

But since wgA(eA) bAR = wgB(eB), it follows that bA < 0, which

is a contradiction. Therefore (III.6a) is binding, while (III.6b) is not,

i.e. bA 0 and bB > 0. This means that
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the rate of return on investment in the human capital of more able children is

above that on physical capital, i.e., parents would like to borrow from the

able children in order to invest more in their human capital, given the amount

of resources they are transferring, but cannot.

If parents could enforce a transfer from their more able to their less

able children, it would be equivalent to giving their more able children a

negative bequest, thus eliminating constraint (III.6) and permitting parents

to equate rates of return.

There are two ways in which parents might collectively enforce transfers

among children by government action. One method is by a system of lump—sum

intra—generational transfers based on innate ability. Since individual innate

ability is observable only by the parents, such a system for achieving the

first—best solution is infeasible. Alternatively, a system of student loans

can permit parents to equate rates of return on investments in human and

physical capital by enabling them to take out loans to finance the education

of their more able children and obligating the child to repay the loan in the

next period. Such a system of loans achieves a first—best solution, but it

rests on the ability of parents to enforce intra—generational transfers

indirectly. In the next section we consider second—best solutions, i.e. those

which alleviate rather than eliminate (III.6)

IIIb. Second—Best Corrective Policy

Among the second—best policy instruments that the government may employ

we consider the following: (i) A linear tax on the earned income of the

grown—up children in the second period with marginal rate t and a demogrant
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T; (ii) An inheritance tax at the rate r, imposed on physical bequests

only; (iii) An interest income tax at rate e. It should be emphasized that

taxes (head taxes or others) which discriminate on the basis of ability are

not allowed, and this is really the crux of the problem at hand. If such

discriminatory taxes were allowed, then we could essentially eliminate

constraint (III.6) and achieve a first—best allocation (continuing to assume

that (III.5) is not binding).

Given this list of policy tools, the contraints (2)—(4) facing the parent

become:

(III.2a) K = cl + pn(eA + bA) + (1—p)n(eB + bB)

(III.3a) c2 = (1—t)wgA(eA) + T + (1-0 1 )R(1—T)bA

(III.4a) c2 = (1—t)wgB(eB) + T + (1-0 1 )R(1-1)0,

where e' is the tax rate on the interest factor (R) which is related to the

tax rate (0) on the interest rate (R-1) by (1-0') R = 1 + (1-0) (R-1) or

e' = e(R-1)/R. It is clear from (III.3a) and (III.4a) that either 0' or T

is redundant and therefore we henceforth set e' = e = 0.

The parent maximizes u(c1, c2, n), subject to the budget constraints

(III.2a)—(III.4a) and the nonnegativity constraint bA > 0. The first—order

conditions for c1,c2,bA,bB,eA,eB and n, respectively are

given below:

(III.7) ul — xl = 0

(III.8) u2 — x2 — x3 0

(III.9) —Agn + x2(1—T)R < 0

(III.10) —x1(1—p)n + x3
(1—

T
)R = 0
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(III.11) —xl" x2(1—t)wg IA =

(III.12) —x1(1—p)n + x3(1—t)wgB = 0

-(III.13) u3 — x1[p(e
A + bA) (1—p) (eB + bB )j = 0,

where > 0, x2 > 0 and x3 > 0 are tne Lagrangian multipliers

associated with (III.2a), (III.3a) and (III.4a), respectively. Note that

(III.9) is an inequality rather than an equality, because the constraint

bA > 0 is assumed to be binding. The solution to this maximization problem

yields c1, c2, n, b
B
, e

A
, and e

B 
as functions El(.), e(.) F(*), 543(*), e(*)

and 
ei
(*), respectively, of the government's instrument vector (t, T, T).

Of course, we also have bA = 0, by assumption. The indirect utility

function is denoted by v(t,T,T).

Let us now turn to tne government's budget constraint. It has no

expenditures or revenues in the first period. In the second period, the

government collects ntwbgA(eA) (1—p)gB(eB)j from the marginal tax

component of the linear earned income tax; n(1—p)TbBR from the inheritance

tax (recall that bA .= 0); and it pays nT in demogrants. Thus, the

government must satisfy the following budget constraint:

twEpgA(eA) (l_p)gB(0)](III.14) T (1—p)TbBR.

Let the government choose its instruments (t, T, and T) so as to

maximize v subject to its budget constraint (III:14). A first—order

characterization of the optimum is straightforward but unfortunately not very

informative. We therefore take up the more modest task of looking for welfare

improving directions of tax changes around the no intervention state,

t.T.T.0 (the laissez—faire point).
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In order to simplify the analysis we substitute the functions

—1 —2 i— B —A —6
E1 c , n, , e and e n (III.14) and use it to solve for T as a function

T(t,T) of the other instruments t and T. Evaluated at t = . 1(0,0) = 0,

the partial derivatives of T are given by:

(III.15) r wi.pgA + (1-0.98]

(III.16) 12 
= (1—ObBR.

Substituting T(') for T in the indirect utility function v(t,T,

defines V(t,T) as v(t,T(t,T),T). We now evaluate the effect of changes in

t and T on the parent's welfare (V) at the laissez—faire point t =T =1r= 0.

Employing the envelope theorem, it follows that

V = v + v2 Ti = —w(x2gA + x3gB) + 2 + x3)wbgA + (1—p)g0, where

is substituted from (III.15) Hence, V1 = w(gA — gB)[x3p—x2(1—p)].

From (III.9) and (III.10), x3p x2(1—p) > 0. Since bB > 0, it

follows from (III.3a) and (III.4a) that (gA gB) is positive. Hence,

some tax on earned income (raising the marginal tax t and the demogrant T

is welfare improving.

In order to understand the rationale for this result, observe that

because the constraint bA > 0 is binding, it is desirable to increase

eA and lower bA This is also evident from (III.9) and (III.11) which

imply that wgA > R, which in turn means that the return to eA is

greater than the return to bA. Note that the reason why parents cannot

further increase eA, without further increasing the transfer npeA +

n(1—p) (eB + bB) to the children altogether, is because, by (III.3a) and
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(III.4a),(1—t)gA(eA) must be equated with (1—t)g8(eB) + bBR, so that

raising eA must be accompanied by raising eB or bB as well. Since

gA > gB, raising t takes from the able more than from the less able,

while T is given equally to both. Therefore, such a rise in t and T enables

parents to increase eA without raising transfers to the children. In this

way, the transfer of wealth from the present to the future is channelled more

efficiently and welfare is improved. It should be emphasized that, in this

case, income taxation is justified on pure efficiency grounds in addition to

the common justification on distributional grounds.6 Knowing that

government is redistributing income among siblings makes parents better—off.

In a similar way we can show that

v2 T2 + v3 = bB R[A2(1—p) Ag] < 0,

where 1
2 

is substituted from (III.16). Thus, a positive inheritance subsidy,

financed by lowering the demogrant component of the tax on earned income is

welfare improving. Here again the inheritance subsidy enables one to overcome

the deficiency in investment •in the education of the able child without

increasing the total transfer of wealth from present to future. To see this,

observe that the required equality between wgA and wgB + (1—.0bBR

may be preserved when T is made negative by increasing eA and decreasing

bB.

III.c. Additional Policies

We have shown here that a linear tax on earned income and a subsidy to

inheritance are useful in alleviating the constraint imposed by bA > 0,

which causes underinvestment in the human capital of the able children. We
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could consider also direct government investment in human capital (free

education), but as long as the e's are positive such a policy is redundant.

If such an investment would make the parent wish to have a negative eA or

eB, it is even sub—optimal.
7

Instead of a direct government investment in human capital, we can also

consider a tax/subsidy to education. A subsidy to education, taking place in

the first period, must also be financed by a lump—sum tax in the same period,

because the government cannot transfer resources from the future to the

present. Such a subsidy does not help alleviate constraint (III.6). On the

other hand, it creates a distortion by artificially lowering the cost of

education to the parent. Thus, one can show that it reduces welfare. This is

because the parent can achieve the post—subsidy allocation under

laissez—faire.8 Similarly, a •tax on education that is redistributed to the

parent in the first period reduces welfare.

IIId. Infinite Horizon: Steady State Analysis

The extension of the preceding analysis to infinite horizon is not

without flaws. We consider a steady state. In such a state there is a

potential problem of unbounded intergenerational transfers (when R > n). For

this reason, we must drop the assumption that R is fixed; assume a

neo—classical constant—returns—to—scale production function F(M,L) with

diminishing marginal productivities of labor, L, and capital, M, and

satisfying the Inada conditions. Total labor supply in efficiency units is

L = pngA(eA) + (1—p)ngB(e8) and the total stock of capital is

M = pnbA + (1—p)nbB. In this case, we have R-1 =FM and w =FL.
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Consider a steady—state allocation where each person consumes c units

of consumption, irrespective of ability or generation. Denote the wealth of

each person by K. The constraints (111.2)—(111.4) are replaced by

(III.17) K = c + pn(eA + bA) + (1—p)n(eB + bB);

(III.18) K = wgA(eA) + RbA;

(III.19) K = wgB(eB) + RbB.

Assume the utility u of each person is additively separable

u =vc° 
ouw''

t,
n ) with discount factor 0 < 6 < 1. Then theLt= 

parent's steady—state objective is to maximize U(c,n) subject to

(III.17)—(III.19) and the nonnegativity constraint (III.6). K itself is also

determined by the parents in a steady state.

Note that from the individual point of view, R is given. If R > n, it

follows from (III.17)—(III.19) that c can be increased without bound

(keeping n constant). To see this, observe that by (III.18)—(III.19) one

can increase K by R units by increasing bA and bB, each by one

unit. The LHS of (III.17) in this case is increased only by n units, which

is smaller than the increase in K, thus allowing one to increase c. This

can be repeated indefinitely so that c increases without bound. But then

R cannot stay constant; it must fall via the increase in M. Similarly, if

R < n, it pays the parent to reduce bA and bB until one of them

reaches zero. If both go to zero (and therefore M also goes to zero), R

goes to infinity, by the Inada condition, and thus R cannot be smaller than n.
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Hence, at equilibrium, either we have (i) the steady—state golden rule

R = n or (ii) bA = 0. In case (i), one can easily see from

(III.17)—(III.19) that the individual is indifferent about increasing (or

decreasing) both bA and bB by the same amount. Hence constraint

(III.6) cannot be binding and there is no role for the government to play. In

case (ii), one might think of repeating the analysis of the preceding

section. However, since the number of children (n) is itself a choice

variable, the steady—state utility is unbounded. To see this note that, in a

competitive context, each individual perceives R as constant. Hence, for any

given R, the individual can reduce n below R and increase consumption and

utility without bound.

Note that in a non—steady state analysis, K of constraint (III.17) or

(III.2) is given (that is, it is not a choice variable) and this is what makes

utility in the preceding section bounded and tne non—steady—state analysis

useful.

Thus, we see that a steady—state analysis cannot serve as a meaningful

extension of the finite horizon analysis of the preceding subsections.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER TWO

1. The reader who is familiar with the literature on externalities would

notice that this result follows from the assumed symmetry here. See

Buchanan and Kafoglis [1963j, Diamond and Mirrlees [1973], and Sadka

L1978].

2. See also Kemp and Leonard [1983]..

3. The difficulty cannot be eliminated by appeal to Becker's 'rotten—kid'

theorem or to vaguely defined social norms ,(see Becker [1974, 1976b] and

Hirschleifer [1977]). Becker and Tomes [1976, footnote 26] notes the

difficulty, but suggests that "...social and family 'pressures' can

induce.., children to conform to the terms of implicit contracts with

their parents."

4. In the preceding sections, investment played no central role in our

analysis and, for the sake of notational simplicity, we implicitly

assumed that R = 1. Here, however, investment is a focus of our

attention and thus we assume, more realistically, that R > 1.1.

5. 
A

A more general specification is to replace cl by cl and cl

and to assume that u is symmetric and quasi—concave in c t. and

cB . In this case, the consumption of each child may be unequal but1 

the parent reveals a preference towards equality (see, for instance,

Becker and Tomes [1976] or Sheshinski and Weiss [1982]). This more

general specification will lead to equality of children consumption only

under special circumstances.
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6. Notice that our analysis proceeded on the assumption that the returns to

various types of investment were known with certainty. If such returns

are uncertain at the time investments are made, the case for a tax is

strengthened. Such a tax reduces risk (Musgrave and Domar [1944]; and

Eaton and Rosen [1980]) and thus improves the welfare of risk—averse

parents.

7. Using the same methods of the preceding section, one can also show that

public investment in physical capital is sub—optimal.

8. This is a standard theorem in taxation theory that a tax which is

redistributed to the consumer is welfare—reducing (e.g. Diamond and

McFadden [1974]).
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CHAPTER THREE: CHILDREN AS A CAPITAL GOOD

In this section we consider the "old age security hypothesis" which

essentially views children as a capital good. In the words of Schultz (1974),

"children are... the poor man's capital" in developing countries. Neher

[1971] and Willis [1980] develop the idea that parents in less developed

countries are motivated, in part, to bear and rear children because they

expect children to care for them in old age. In particular, Willis develops a

model in which output is assumed to be produced with labor alone, any

consumption demand for children is ignored by assuming that parents' utility

is solely a function of their own consumption of commodities, and transfers

from one's own chidren •are the only source of parents' consumption in old

age. Neher's assumptions are similar.

In this chapter we examine further this "old age security" hypothesis and

show that the common conclusion that better access to capital markets

unambiguously reduces theAemand for children' holds in general only when

parents do not care about their children's numbers and welfare. When child

numbers and welfare enter the parents' utility functions, as is the case

throughout this work, introduction of a capital market for transferring

present to future consumption, may plausibly increase the demand for children

even though transfers from one's own children are a source of future

consumption.
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I. A Simple Model of the "Old Age Security" Hypothesis 

Let parents live for two periods during which they consume E in the

first period and c in the second. Utility is assumed to be a function of

and c, i.e. u(E,c). All income is assumed to be produced by labor alone

and parents and children are assumed to receive an endowment per capita of K
1

and K
2' respectively, measured in units of consumption. As before, let

be the number of children a family has. Each child is assumed to consume

x
1 in the first period of life and x2 in the second period, when they

are productive. For the moment, we consider xl and x2 to be

exogenously given (at conventional or subsistence levels). The difference

between parents consumption plus child—rearing costs in the first period

represents savings, s:

K
1 

E + s + nx E,s,n > 0 .

In this model savings represent only a transfer via investment from period 1

to period 2, and no borrowing from the future is possible. As before, suppose

that such investment returns R units of consumption in period 2 for every

unit of consumption foregone in period 1. Parents are assumed to earn nothing

in period 2 and to subsist on transfers from their own children and the

returns from prior investment. Children consume only x2 (< K2) per

capita. Thus,



(1.2) nK2 
+ Rs = c + nx2'
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C, s, n > 0.

Suppose there is no capital market so that s = 0, by definition, and

children become the sole means of transferring consumption from the present to

the future. In this case (1.1) and (1.2) imply

(1.3)   — n  
xl K2 

— x2

which yields the consumption possibility frontier:

K
1
(K
2 

— x
2
) K

2 
— x

2 
(1.4) c — E.

x
1 

x
1

Maximizing u(E,c) subject to (1.4) yields the optimal levels of parents

_*
consumption in periods 1 and 2, (c ,c*), itihich, in turn, determine the optimal

".•

number of children n*, from (1.3) (see Figure 1).

Observe that an increase in the cost of children, xl, reduces the

slope of the budget line in Figure 1 and the intercept with the vertical axis,

leaving unchanged the intercept with the horizontal axis. Therefore, if

c is not a Giffen good, then c falls and, by (1.3), n also falls. However,

the effect of a decrease in the return from investment in children

(K2 — x2) on the number of children is ambiguous. Such a change has the

same effect on the budget line as before (making c more expensive relative to

(E) and agin, c must fall if it is not a Giffen good. However, whether n

falls or rises depends on whether the decrease in c is proportionally higher

lower than the decrease in K2 — x2. The reason for this ambiguous result

is the following: Since the return to their investment through children

falls, families may need to invest more (i.e. have more children) even i
n
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order to consume less in the future. An increase in Ki unambiguously

increases the optimal number of children, if c is a normal good.

In general, families will differ in the amounts of endowment parents have

and can expect their children to have. Both affect the number of children

desired, but differences in the latter affect the rate of return on investment

in children, so that, if an alternative means of transferring present to

future consumption is available, the total number of children as well as their

distribution among families may be altered.

If a capital market, in the sense of a means alternative to children for

transferring present to future consumption, exists, s may be strictly

positive for some families. In this case (1.1) and (1.2) may be consolidated

by substituting for s in (1.2) from (1.1):

(1.5)
K
2 
—x
 

_

+ [ R — xi]n . + c,

• with an added requirement that s = Kl — E — xl 2.0. The expression in square

brackets is the net present value of having a child. Clearly, since n does

not enter the utility function, a family will have children only if

(1.6)
K
2
—x

2

Thus, in the presence of a capital market, those families for whom xl or

x
2 is sufficiently high will have no children and will transfer present to

future consumption via the capital market. Families for whom the expected
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endowments of their children are sufficiently low may also choose to have no

children. Those families for whom the rate of return on investment in

children is sufficiently high will not save at all;2 consequently, they are

subject to exactly the same constraint as in the absence of a capital market,

i.e., equation (1.3), and will demand the same number of children. Since some

families have no children, total population must be lower with than without a

capital market. This is the essence of the "old age security" hypothesis.

Note that, if it is possible to borrow at the same rate as a family can

lend, the demand for children is unbounded for those families for whom the net

present value of children is positive, and, they will want to borrow

indefinitely to finance additional children. Other constraints may come into

play (e.g. R may rise, a credit limit may be imposed, etc.) to ensure a

finite population, but, clearly, in this case, the old age security hypothesis

is not valid.

II. The "Old Age Security Hypothesis" Reconsidered

The preceding discussion assumed that neither numbers of children nor

children's welfare entered the parents' utility function. If, however,

parents do care about their children, which is an essential ingredient of our

approach, we can show that there is no presumption that the existence of a

capital market will lead to a lesser demand for children than in its absence,

even if savings are always constrained to be nonnegative.

Suppose then that the utility function is

(II.1) u(E,c,x1,x2
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so that parents care about the number of their children, n, and their

children's welfare, which, in turn, depends on the children's consumption,

xi and x2. The parents now choose xi and x2 as well as n

E and c.

In the absence of a capital marKet, parents maximize (II.1) subject to

(1.1) and (1.2), where s is set to equal zero. With a capital market, they

are not constrained to have s = 0. The comparison between the optimal n in

these two cases does not yield an unambiguous result. Some insight into the

source of this ambiguity may be obtained by assuming that children are born in

the second period (i.e. x1 0) and u is weakly separable between

(c, x2,n) and E. That is, u can be written as:

(II.2) u(E,c,x2,n) = f(E,v(c,x2,n)).

In this case c, x2 and n must maximize v(*) subject to the second—

period budget constraint Vs = c + n(x2 — K2). 
Tnus one can see that the

difference between the optimal c, x2 and n in the absence of a capital

market (s = 0) and in the presence of an active capital market

(s > 0) stems from an income effect only. If we interpret (x2 — K2) as

the quality of children, this is exactly the quantity—quality problem studied

by Becker and Lewis L1973]. They observed that quality is the price of a unit

of the quantity of children and, conversely, quantity is the price of a unit

of the quality. This is clearly the case in the second period budget

constraint. Since these "prices" are control variables, the income effect in

this problem is coupled with an endogenous price effect and, in general, no

unambiguous conclusion can be reached about the effect of a rise in income on
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the quantity or the quality of children. Becker and Lewis showed that if the

income elasticity of the quality, holding the quantity constant, is larger

than the income elasticity of the quantity, holding the quality constant, and

if the elasticity of substitution (in the utility. function) between the

quantity and the quality exceeds unity, then a rise in income will decrease

the quantity and increase the quality. In this case the "old age security"

hypothesis nolds. The reader must, however, realize that this is

indeed a special result. In general, if xi 4 0 or if the weak separability

assumption does not hold, or if the aforementioned elasticity conditions are

not satisfied, then the introduction of a capital market may well cause

an increase in the number of children. For example, if xl = 0 and if the

elasticities of substitution between c and x2 
and between x2 

and n

are sufficiently low, if a family is induced to save by the introduction of a

capital market, that family will also increase c, x2, and n.3
 For those

families who continue not to save, n will be unchanged. Thus, total

population must increase in the presence of an active capital market, in

contradiction to the "old age security" hypothesis.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER THREE

1. For instance, Neher [1971] writes: "... the good asset (bonds) drives

out the bad asset (children).

2. They will hit the constraint s = K 1— E — n x i>=0, as they try to

increase n.

3. To see this, take the limiting case for which the relevant elasticities

of substitution are zero, i.e.,

u = u(E, min {c, y1X2, y20).

Then C = yiX2 = ye and all must increase in the same proportion

if there is saving.
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CHAPTER FOUR: INTRAGENERATIONAL—INCOME—DISTRIBUTION POLICIES

So far we dealt only with intergenerational issues of efficiency and

equity. In this Chapter we turn to a discussion of some aspects of

intragenerational issues with endogeneous fertility, and labor supply.

Since Schultz [1974] it has been widely recognized that fertility and

labor supply interact in an important way: It is not possible to analyze

female labor force participation rates taking the number and age distribution

of children in the family as exogenous, nor is it possible to model adequately

parents' choices with respect to the number and spacing of their children when

the mother's participation decision is taken as given. That endogenous

fertility has important implications for other topics, sucn as the

determination of family equivalence scales in demand analysis or optimal

taxation policy in public finance, is less widely appreciated. Deaton and

Muellbauer [1983], writing on the welfare implications of family size and age

composition of income inequality, base their results on analysis of

consumption expenditures in which the numbers of children in the family and

their ages are taken as given. For the most part; the literature on optimal

taxation policy ignores family size and composition entirely (e.g. Mirrlees

[1971]); those studies which take family size into account treat it as

exogenous (e.g., Mirrlees [1976], Bruno and Habib [1976]).1 Of course, the

descriptive literature on tax policy deals extensively with the treatment of

family size in taxation systems (see Musgrave [1959] and Pechman [1966]).
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In this chapter we analyze the implications of endogenous fertility for

intra—generational welfare comparisons of alternative policies with respect to

income taxation and family allowances. Considering that nearly every system

of taxation either makes some provision for differences in family size

and composition or has varying welfare implications depending on such

differences, the apparent lack of attention in the theoretical literature to

the implications of endogenous fertility is the more surprising. Tax and

family policies designed to affect the distribution of income or welfare,

which do not take into account their effects on fertility, may have unintended

consequences. For example, if poverty, in the sense of low family income per

capita, tends to be associated with large family size, a system of child

allowances and tax exemptions designed to alleviate poverty and reduce

inequality may actually worsen the situation.

Throughout this chapter, it is assumed that preferences are given and

homogenous. However, there are differences in (exogenous) opportunities such

as, for instance, innate abilities which induce differences in income or

welfare and, as fertility is endogenous, they also induce differences in

family size. We first assume in section I that labor supply is given. This

assumption is relaxed in section II. The pure effects on fertility are

isolated in the model of Section I, where we consider a very simple tax system

depending only on family size; more complicated tax systems are considered in

Section II, when the fertility effects are complicated by endogenously

variable income resulting from variable labor supply.
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I. Fixed Labor Supply

Consider an economy with families who have identical tastes but different

(exogenous) incomes. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that there are

only two income levels (K1 and K2, where K1 < K2). In this

chapter it is more convenient to work with a new variable, q, which is total

expenditure on children rather than per—capita expenditure. Thus, we write

the parent's utility function as:

(1.1) U(c,q,n)

where c is parent's consumption and n is, at before, the number of

children.

The government in this economy employs a child allowance (B), which may

be either positive or negative and balances its budget by imposing a uniform

lump—sum tax (T) on each household. Thus, the tax system in this economy is a

function only of family size.2

The budget constraint of a household with income Ki(i = 1,2) is

therefore:

(1.2) c q — Bn < Ki — T.

The household chooses c, q and n so as to maximize (1.1), subject to

(1.2). This yields an indirect utility function V(Ki — T, B) and demand

functions C(10 — T, B), Q(Ki - T, B) and N(Ki — T, B) for
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consumption, total child expenditure and number of children, respectively.

Observe that since the tastes are the same for all households, the functions

above are the same, except, of course, that their arguments can take different

values for different households. In order to simplify the notation, we write

vi, c1, qi and ni for V(Ki — T, a), C(Ki — T, 6),

Q(Ki — T, a) and N(Ki — T, a), respectively. Similar notation is used

for the partial derivatives of these functions, e.g. we write vi for1

V
1
(Ki — T, a), etc.

Employing the envelope theorem, we can conclude that

(1.3) V2 . NVi.

A critical assumption of this chapter is that poverty goes together with

large families, i.e.,

(1.4) N1 < 0.

Note that (1.4) refers to the reduced form demand function for number of

children and does not assume that children are inferior in the usual sense.

Specifically, if we define c2 = q/n as the quality per child, the budget

constraint can be written as c + c2n = K (ignoring the government's

instruments, T and B). With this rewriting of the budget constraint, it is

clear that c2 is the "price" of n and vice versa. Assumption (1.4) is

perfectly consistent with the assumption that n is a normal good in the

usual sense: i.e. an increase in income increases n if c2 is kept

2constant. However, c does not stay constant. In fact, the work of
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Becker and Lewis [1973] shows that if c2 is sufficiently income elastic in

the usual sense (i.e., when keeping n constant) and substitutable to n,

then c2 rises and n falls when income is increased, giving rise to our

assumption (1.4).

The government budget constraint is given by

(1.5) 2T — BEN(K1 — T, B) N(K2 — T, B)] >0.

The government wishes to maximize an individualistic social welfare function

W(V(K1 — T, B), V(K2 — T, (3)), with W1 > 0 and W2 > 0. In

general, W may be written (locally) as a weighted average of the two utility

functions. Here we analyze only the two polar cases in which all the weight

is assigned to either the first kind of household or the second kind of

household. The government does not employ individual—specific taxes or

subsidies, but this does not mean that the government is not engaged in

redistributing income from the small rich families to the large poor families

or vice versa. In fact, a positive child allowance redistributes income from

small rich families to large poor families. But since each family can choose

whether to be large or small in size, then the poor household (i.e., the

household with a pre—tax income K1) will always be worse—off than the rich

household (i.e., the household with a pre—tax income K2). Thus, our two

polar cases correspond to the Rawlsian max—min social welfare criterion and to

the max—max social welfare criterion. All the other cases and the results

corresponding to them are intermediate between these two polar cases.
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I.a. Max—min

The social objective is to choose T and B so as to mazimize the

welfare of the poor family (V(K1 — T,a)), subject to the government's

revenue constraint (1.5). The first—order conditions are:

1 1 2
—v + 2x At31 (ni ni) =0

1

where x > 0 is the Lagrange multiplier associated with (1.5). Multiplying

(1.6) by n1 and adding it to (1.7) yields:

(I.8a) (1 4. ani)(n1—n2) 
a(n12. 8(4.412 ni) = 0,

1 1
where (1.3) which states that v2 = n1 vi is employed.

2
Observe that by (1.4), ni < 0. Hence, it follows that

n1 — n2 > 0, because the exogenous difference between the two families is

in income alone. Note that, again by the envelope theorem, an increase in B

changes the real income of family i by ni. Thus, the term

fl — ni ni is tne Hicks—compensated derivative of ni with

respect to a. Since a is a subsidy to the number of children, it is

straightforward to show, using duality theory, that n — ni n1 >

0 (see the appendix). Rewriting the family budget constraint as

c +q=K—T+ to, it follows that a(C + Q)/a(K—T) EC1 + Q1 . 1 + aN1.
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Assuming that total consumption of the family, C + Q, is a normal good, it

follows that 1 + 1 > 0. Hence, B > 0. Thus, a max—min optimal policy

results in a positive child allowance.

I.b. Max—max

Replacing the objective function V(K1 — T, 6) of the preceding

sub—section by V(K2 — T, 0, the analogue of (I.8a) now becomes

(I.8b) 2_n1) _ o(n12 nlnlx) B(4 — n2q) + Bnl(n2 — n1) . 0.

This can be rewritten as

(1.9) (n2—n1)(1 + Bnl) B(n12 ninl) — B(4 — n2 = 0.

Since n2 — nl < 0 by (1.4), and since 1 + Bnl > 0, by the

normality assumption, it follows from (1.9) that B < 0. Thus, a max—max

optimal policy results in a tax on children.

When N1 > 0, e.g., when c2 and n are not highly substitutable

and both are normal, a is negative for the max—min welfare function and

positive for the max—max welfare function.

In all the other intermediate cases, including the Benthamite

sum—of—utilities, the optimal 0 may be Of either sign.

In this section we have assumed that labor supply is perfectly

inelastic. However, what is essential for our results to hold is not the

inelasticity of the labor supply but rather that there is no ditortionary wage
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taxation. In the next section, we introduce leisure into the utility function

and show that the same results hold if wage income is not taxed. If wage

income is taxed, then whether 8 is positive or negative depends on the

nature of the substitutability between leisure and the number of children.

II. Variable Labor Supply

Let utility depend also on leisure, which varies inversely with labor

services (k). The utility function (1.1) becomes

(II.1) U(c, q, n, k),

where U4 < 0,
 i.e., there is disutility of labor. In addition to assuming

identical tastes, we assume different abilities that are reflected in the wage

rates. Income is now no longer exogenous. Specifically, the poor family can

earn a wage rate of wl, and the rich family can earn a wage rate of

w2, where w1 < w2. In addition to the child allowance, 8, the

government imposes a linear income tax with a marginal rate, t, and a

lump—sum tax T (per family, nor per capita).3 The budget constraint of

household i is now

c + q — 8n < w1(1 — — T, i . 1,2.

A maximization of the utility function (II.1) subject to the budget

constraint (II.2) gives rise to the indirect utility function
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V(—T, B, wi(l-t)) and the demand functions for consumption, quantity of

children, total child expenditures and labor supply: C(.,.,.),

Q(*,.,°) and L(*,°,*), respectively, of the same arguments. It follows

from the envelope theorem that

V
2= 

NV1

V3 = LV1 .

The government's budget constraint now becomes

(II.4) qw1L(-T,B,w1(1-t)) + w2L(-T,B,w2(1-t))]

+ 2T - B[N(-T,B,w1(1-t)) + W-T,B,w2(1-0)] > 0.

The government chooses t, T, and B so as to maximize an individualistic

social welfare function W(V(T,B,w1(1-t)), V(-T,B,w2(1-t))), subject to

the budget constraint (II.4). As before, we consider the two polar cases of

max-min and max-max.

II.2a. Max-min

The government in this case maximizes v(-T,B,w1(1-t)) subject to

(II.4). The first-order conditions are:

(II.5) -v1 + 2x + AB(n1 + xt(w12,1 w2Li) . 0

1 2 1 2
(11.6 vl - A(n1 + - xa(n2 4. n2) 4. xt(w

1 k2 + w2 k2) = 0
2

and
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(II.7) Ao(n1w1 +2) oold. wy)

1 2 1 2— xt[(w ) + (w2 )2 L3] . 0.

Multiply (II.5) by n1 and add the product to (II.6) to get:

[(n12. _ nln1) 4. _ n2nina

sn

1 1 2 2 2— n
1
) W 2 — n

2
1
ilt

— w22,2)(n — n2),1

where use is made of (II.3). Similarly, multiply (II.5) by —w12,1 and

add the product to (II.7) to get:

4w1(ril. L
)

n') w2(1 2,2nilla

=

1 ilt 1) 4. (w2)2(2,

sn2 — tw2t2)(w222 — will),1 1

where, again, use is made of (II.3).

Under suitable assumptions, we can sign the terms comprising the system

(II.8)—(II.9). Consider first the term (n1 — n2). As in the preceding

section, we can show that it is positive. To see this, let us write N3 as

N
3 (N3 — LN1 ) LN1 . Observe that N3 — LN1 is the
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Hicks—compensated derivative of N with respect to the net wage (1—Ow (see
also the Appendix). Because a compensated increase in the net wage reduces

leisure and since it is plausible to assume that children are time—intensive

(i.e., children and leisure are complements), we assume that

N3 — LN1 < 0. Continuing to assume as before that N1 < 0 (condition

(1.4)), it follows that N3 < 0. Since (1—t)w1 < (1_t)w2, we conclude

that n1 — n2 > 0.

Second, consider the term 2 2 21 8n
1 tw

1' Again, the

normality of C Q implies that it is positive. Third, we assume that the

labor supply curve is not backward—bending so that

(II.10) w2L2 _ wy > 0.

Fourth, observe that L2 — NL1 is the Hicks—compensated derivative of the

labor supply function with respect to 8 and, by symmetry of the Hicks—Slutsky

substitution effects, L2 — NL1 . N3 — LN1 which was assumed to be

negative:

(II.11) L2 — NL1 N3 — LN1 < 0

Finally, as before, the term N2 — NN1 is the Hicks—compensated

derivative of N with respect to a which is positive; similarly the term

L3 — LL1 is positive since it is the Hicks—compensated derivative of the

labor supply function with respect to the wage rate. Thus, the

right—hand—sides of the system (II.8)—(II.9) are both positive. Also, the

terms muliplying b and t in this system are all positive. This proves:
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Proposition

positive.

n the max—min case, at least one of the pair (8,0 must be

The rationale of this result is quite straightforward: both the child

allowance and the wage tax redistribute from the rich to the poor; if both

are negative, the government will be doing the opposite, i.e. redistributing

from the poor to the rich which is inconsistent with the egalitarian objective

of max—min.

Of course, our proposition does not rule out the possibility that either

or t will be negative. Of particular interest is •the case where t is

negative (of course, 8 in this case will be positive), since it is in

contrast to the common result in the optimal income tax literature that a wage

subsidy is not desirable. To get some intuition of when the various

possibilities about the signs of 8 and t may emerge, apply Cramer's rule

to the system (II.8)—(II.9) in order to get:

2 2 2
11 + an tw t

1 1 1 1{(n1 — n2 )[(w1 )2 (13 — t 11) +

2 1 1
+ (w2 )2 (t3 — 

2 2 t + (w
2
t
2 — w

1
t
1)[w

1
(t — n ti)

2 2 2 2
w (L2 — n L1)1)

and

(II.13) t _

+w2

1 + Bn
2 

— tw22
1 1  ((n1 _ n2)[141(n1 _ inl) +

2
- ni

2
)] +

+ — n2q)]} ,

29,2 1 1 1 11
w )[(n2 n n1)
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where D is the determinant of the system (II.8)—(II.9), i.e.:

2
det li.1

/ ni — nini2 1

w(n
3 

— t n
1
)

i i
w (z2 n Ll)

Observe that the matrices in (II.14) are nothing else but principal minors of

the Hicks—Slutsky substitution matrices, except that the second row and the

second column are each multiplied by the scalar wi > 0. Hence, D > 0.

It is clear from (II.12)—(II.13) that the own—substitution and the

cross—substitution effects work in opposite directions; the own—substitution

effects tend to make B and t positive while the cross effects tend to make

them negative. Several possibilities are discussed below:

(i) If the cross substitution effect between leisure and number of children

i 
• •

vanishes (i.e. n3 2)n . 12 — n 9.1 = 0) or is very

small, then the own—substitution effect dominates and both B and t are

positive.

(ii) Now, consider the case where the cross substitution effect is large.

Suppose also that w2t2 — w1t1 is relatively small, while n1 —

n2 is relatively large. In this case, a positive 0 is more effective

than a positive t in redistributing income from the rich to the poor. If,

in addition, the own—substitution effect of the child—allowance on the number

i
of children (namely, n2 — ni ni) is small relative to the own—

substitution effect of the wage on the labor supply (namely,
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— 02,1), then a is also less distortionary than t. (Note

that the distortions created by B on L and by t on N are the same by

the symmetry of the cross—substitution effects). In this case, 8 will be

positive, while t is negative.

(iii) Similarly, under opposite assumptions regarding the relative sizes of

w2t2 — w19,1, n1 — n2 and the own—substitution effects, B will

be negative and t will be positive.

II.2b. Max—max

In a similar way, we have here:

Proposition 2: In the max—max case, at least one of the pair 0,t) must be

negative.

Also, in a complete analogy to (i)—(iii) of the preceding subsection,

both a and t are negative when the cross—substitution effects vanish,

while one of them could be positive otherwise.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR

1. Mirrlees [1972] is an exception.

2. Since income is exogenous, a nonlinear tax on income may be used to

achieve any Pareto—optimal allocation. Similarly, if the government can

impose a proportional tax on income in addition to T, it can achieve

perfect equality between the two families by taxing away all the

exogenous income (a 100 percent marginal tax rate), redistributing the

proceeds equally (using T). We analyze these more general tax systems in

the next section where labor supply, and therefore incomes, are

variable. When labor supply is fixed these more general tax systems can

circumvent the problem of endogenous fertility entirely. For this reason

we restrict the analysis in this section to the simple system assumed in

the text.

3. For the sake of simplicity, we do not consider nonlinear taxes. When

fertility is no longer endogenous, the analysis reduces to the standard

one; see Mirrlees [1971].
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APPENDIX

We will consider only the more general utility function of Section II:

U(c, q, n, l).

The budget constraint is:

c + q = sn + w(1-01 + T.

When 8 > 0, then n is formally similar to labor supply (implying that

U
3 

< 0 at the individual optimum). When s < 0, then n is like an

ordinary commodity (implying that U3 > 0 at the individual optimum). In

both cases, the standard results of demand theory about compensated price

derivatives hold.
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